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FOREWORD

Johanna Jacobsson has accomplished no small feat. She has managed to bring together, under one roof, a very comprehensive analysis of one of the thorniest issues not only in trade in services, but in trade in general: how should we understand preferential agreements within a context where protection (an elusive notion in and of itself) is afforded through non-tariff barriers only (i.e. measures aiming, in principle, to address market failures, and hence presumably non-discriminatory)?

To do this, she has laid down two axes: practice, illustrative practice, since an exhaustive analysis of all preferential schemes would require considerably more space; and a high-ebb benchmark, federalism, a process as far-reaching as one can imagine. By doing that, she attracts the attention of the reader to the span, the realistic span that one needs to keep as backdrop when approaching the question of preferential integration in the realm of services trade.

Her methodology is invaluable for various reasons, and it is this aspect of her work I want to insist upon, since, in my view, this is her main doctrinal contribution. For one, terms that look like empty shells when they appear in Article V of GATS, suddenly come to life. ‘Substantial sectoral coverage’, ‘prohibition of discriminatory measures’ are hardly self-interpreting terms. Johanna walks us through a very representative sample of preferential agreements, and offers an understanding of the terms in the real world. Second, thanks to this work, we are in a better position to evaluate not simply the legal consistency of various agreements with the overarching statutory provisions, but further, to appreciate the depth of preferential integration, and the wedge that emerges between preferential and MFN integration.

And, even more importantly, we have a better picture about how much we can achieve at the MFN level. In that, her work sensitized me at least, to the limits of MFN when we discuss non-tariff barriers. It is one thing to exchange tariff concessions at the six-digit level, a level uninformed by regulatory concerns. It is a different game to discuss statutory
requirements for lawful supply of service in any given market. Since a very substantial number of services are either experience or credence goods, and hence, the need to regulate is present, integration will ultimately be the function of regulatory rapprochement. This is easier done across like-minded players, than otherwise.

And here we touch on the most sensitive integration issues associated with the current shape and functioning of the WTO. Can the WTO continue to operate observing the ‘single undertaking’ approach? Is it time to formally endorse variable geometry?

Going through the pages of this book, this thought emerged first as a nudge, and then was reincarnated as necessity. Johanna’s work offers a precious platform to entertain this, in my view the most important, issue regarding not simply trade integration, but the (continued) relevance of the WTO. Anyone thinking about, or working on a (the) WTO 2.0 will have a lot to learn when going through her analysis in this respect.

Johanna thus, by addressing her research question in the manner that she has decided to address it, is offering not simply a very comprehensive discussion of preferential integration in the realm of trade in services. She is offering much more, much much more. Her work will be discussed by all those entrusted with the shaping of world trade relations, and the appropriate institutional vehicle to do that. At times of crisis of confidence in the machinery promoting trade integration, this is no small feat, by any reasonable benchmark.

Petros C. Mavroidis  
Edwin B. Parker Professor of Law  
Columbia Law School, New York City, New York
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